Social network analysis: possible topics for presentation and project
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Here is a partial list of topics for your references and feel free to use or not use these topics with respect to your project. I probably add more as we proceed.

Ma et al. (2014); Vespignani (2010); Rahmandad and Sterman (2008); Sterling (2014); Aral and Walker (2014); Barzel and Barabási (2013); Buldyrev et al. (2010); Dodds et al. (2003); Sugihara and Ye (2009); Wang et al. (2013); Liu et al. (2011); Kramer et al. (2014); Szell et al. (2010); Lewis et al. (2012); Rand et al. (2011); Henry et al. (2011); DallAsta et al. (2012)
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